Voted Best Class In L.A.

Veteran Performer:
Evan Arnold

Seasoned Professional
“Andy” Milder

Remember, you only get four chances!
Make the most of them!
“Wonderful!”
Reconnect with the “person” in your
“personality”
We don’t just “coast” on our reputation!
We prove it every day!
Free 500 minutes of AOL!

818.990.9532

D

Definition: Actor offers the most highly
intense workshop that has ever been
attempted! It all starts with respect for your
coaches, then bleeds down to respect for the
craft, and very late in the game a residual
understanding that there is room for the self,
the “i” to blossom and flourish though
examination, acceptance, self- and grouplove—it will be an experience that results
in…who knows? But it will be fun!
Want to know who booked that audition you
read so well for? Learn how to call the casting
director and demand an explanation!
Don’t be caught off guard! Know exactly
when your commercial list is most likely to be
requested!
Remember: You’re an actor because you
don’t like yourself. Rock and roll!
Find Inner Strength Through Intensive New
Growth.
Learn why you can’t book, and why you
probably will never be able to book!
Together, and with others, we have centuries
of teaching experience.

Definition: Actor

A “rock and roll” approach to bringing out the
working commercial actor in all of us.

Definition: Actor

Definition: Actor

id you know that there are times
when you should look directly into
the camera? Did you also know that
there are times when you should look just off
camera? This is the sort of thing you will
learn ONLY in our class. You WILLNOT
learn this in any other workshop!

Commercial “Classes”
Improv class

Why does everyone search for the “truth”
whilst auditioning? Any casting director will
tell you: That isn’t funny. Learn how to lie
(L.I.E.). The L.I.E. technique teaches you
that Laughter Inevitably comes if you try
hard Enough. Get it? L.I.E. Wonderful!
Emotional Range Class

Are you able to cry on demand? With our
technique of Constant Criticism™, we offer
a full money-back guarantee that you will
most likely cry and will probably be able to
do so upon command.
Audition Class

Are you giving enough of yourself? While
other classes erroneously focus only on your
face, we know that your whole head is the
key to your commercial success. Why do
you think they ask for profiles? Give more.
Stop giving “face”, start giving “head”!
Master Avail Class

You probably don’t have the right “look” or
the “skill” to land a national commercial.
With our Master Avail class, you WILL
start getting put on “avail”, and, if
something terrible or unfortunate should
happen to their “first choice”, you could
book that spot! We guarantee it! Rock and
roll!

Testimonials

Nowadays, everyone tries to think outside of
“the box”. So much so that it is no longer
original! Get back into the box. Learn more
about your personal space. There is immense,
immense spiritual power there. If you are
open to our creative influences, together, we
will get inside of your box.

“‘Andy’ and Evan have changed my life and
turned me into a commercial actor”

“Additional” “Workout” “Classes”
•Shampoo and Soaps: How to perform naked
in front of two demanding coaches.
•Children’s Workshop: We will be allowed to
resume this class in April 2006.
•Potato Chips: No longer includes Pringles®,
Lays®, or Doritios®
•Introduction To “Slating”

•MILFs and How To Meet Them
•Spokesperson Class

•Building Your Personal Mythology:
Interesting “Choices”
Untruths
Greek Lore
Misdemeanors
Sycophancy
At the end of each class we take a moment to
thank you for your time and then send you on
your way.
hot and spicy

“‘Andy’…and…Evan…are the
best…teachers…I could ever…imagine”
“Their class is a safe environment where we
all feel free to do our best…or our worst.
They helped me to forget their legal and
financial troubles, and just work on my craft.
Thank God for ‘Andy’ and Evan.”
“They held my hand through the plastic
surgery process.”
“In our first seven years, pretty much nobody
would come to our classes.”
“I never worked before ‘Andy’ and Evan’s
class. Now, I work all the time—and can even
take off for auditions on my lunch half-hour.”
“A little rough, but a vastly important
introduction to the entertainment industry
[sic]” —The Boston Globe
*

“I learned how to get an agent!”

“I used to think the size sheet was just for the
wardrobe people! Thanks Definition: Actor!”
“Once I left their class, I booked!”

About the Instructors

*Acceptance into commercial classes by agency referral only.

Evan Arnold

Definition: Actor

Definition: Actor

Definition: Actor

Booking Class

“Andy”

Milder

Between them, Mr. Milder and Evan have
spent well over one hundred fifty hours near
cameras. Their combined credits include
work for Rocky Mountain Tires.

Honorary Board Nominees
Arnold Schwarzenegger, Jim Carrey, Keifer
Sutherland, Will Smith, Rene Zwellweger,
Catherine Zeta-Jones, Jennifer Love Hewitt,
Jared from Subway, Bill Clinton, Mike
Meyers, Phil Hartman, Nicole Kidman,
Whoopi Goldberg, Robin Williams, Billy
Crystal, Kim and Dana Delany, Lucy Liu,
Nicholas Cage, Bill Murray, Sam Rockwell,
Steven Spielberg, Kirsten Dunst, Colin
Farrell, Sean Penn, Daniel Day Lewis,
Phillip Seymore Hoffman, Kate Blanchett,
Pia Zadora, the cast of friends, Tom Hanks,
Tom Cruise, Tom Everett Scott, Tom
Bosley, Tom Wilkinson, Tom Selleck, Tom
Smothers, Tom Green, Tom Sizemore, Tom
Berenger, and Jerry Mathers.
www.definitionactor.com
Most ethnicities welcome

